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Kate Werble Gallery’s December exhibition Next to Nowhere presents work by studio mates Aaron
Raymer and Ernesto Burgos. The two artists graduated together from the MFA program at NYU in
2008 and built out a studio in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Mimicking the set up of their workspaces,
the gallery is installed based on the experience they have each day of walking through one studio
to get to the other.
Although coming from different perspectives, both Raymer and Burgos bring the viewer’s
attention to the act of construction within each piece. In his “Gypsum” series, Raymer draws on
his past creating an overall environment with an artwork and as a day laborer installing drywall.
Raymer uses sheetrock to create elegant sculptures consisting of curves and fragmented planes.
Drywall, a utilitarian material that typically functions invisibly as the interior support of a
room, becomes the object itself and precariously holds up its own weight through its multiplanar form.
In this new group of works, Burgos’ selection and poetic combination of materials serves as a
device for reexamining the structure of abstraction. He assembles similarly quotidian materials
such as pieces of furniture, poured concrete, and cardboard. Each piece is recast, disassembled,
reconfigured, or combined with other decontextualized forms and forced to coexist in a specific
situation. His geometric shapes and everyday objects are juxtaposed to highlight both their
aesthetic and functional qualities.
Aaron Raymer was born in Louisville, Kentucky in 1978. He received his BFA from the University of
Louisville in 2006 and his MFA from New York University in 2008. Raymer’s sculptures, featured in
The New York Times article “Man Made,” were recently shown in the group exhibition Make Me at
Moss in New York, New York. Other recent exhibitions include Portable Caves , curated by Jay
Henderson, in Long Island City, NY, 2010; New Boom Collective curated by Sabrina Wirth, at
Kitchen Habitat in New York City, 2009; A Silence at Sala de Arte in Santiago, Chile, 2008; and,
Curatorial Biannual at Apex Art in New York City, 2007. The artist currently lives and works in
New York City.
Ernesto Burgos was born in 1979 in Santa Clara, California but grew up in Viña Del Mar, Chile
before returning to the US for college. He received his MFA from New York University in 2008
after completing his undergraduate studies at California College of the Arts in San Francisco in
2004. Burgos held solo project space exhibitions in 2007 at Cynthia Broan Gallery in New York and
David Castillo Gallery in Miami. He has participated in group exhibitions such as Born to Die at
Second Home Projects in Berlin, Germany, 2010; Paper Awesome at Baer Ridgway in San Francisco,
CA, 2010; and Black Mondays , at Kathleen Cullen in New York, NY, 2009. He was in a two-person
exhibition Opening Night and Apparent Calm at Kate Werble Gallery in the spring of 2009, and was
part of a group exhibition, Thursday the 12th at the same gallery in 2008. Most recently, his work
was included in the show Every Other Day, at Ideobox in Miami, FL.

